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Purpose

-4-CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was'to compare the per-

formance,of ninth-grade slow readers with ninth-grade

good readers and with sixth-grade readers on a test of

syntactic comprehension. This purpse was related to a

'concern for the importance in relation to reading compre-

hension as a whole, syntactic structure, a concern

'which,has received a new imRetus in the last two decades.

This appears to be dule,, in part, to the advent of trans-
,

formaional-qeneative grammars. This concern bears
9

directly ,On-the.teactiing of reading to slow readers. In

this%conte.xt;-the,questiOn arises - -3s comprehension of

-Syntactic strpctufes 'a factor in retarding the progress

o'f-reading'coMprehensio for slow readers?

Ninth -grade readers were chosen for this study

both because they were an available population for this

study and because ninth grade,is the beginning of a

period when students are expoSed to,a wide Variety of

.

reading material with yery,lrttle readirig guidance from,

content teachers, Much of this reading material is from
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publications and books aimed at an adult audience. 42ext-

books become more difficult. Unlike recreational reading

and some more juvenile texts, the logic of a paragraph

can be closely workdd, so that each sentence Cap be impor-

tant in the careful construction of the author's arguMent.

This means that students4will be exposed to a wide variety
t

of syntactic structures which might be vitalto total com-
.

prehension,. ' /

The two groups, ninth-grade slow and ninth-grade

r/

dgood re ars, were chosen for the purposes of compari8on."

If com rehension of syntax was not a real problem for

slow re,aders ...,then there` should he very little difference

between the two groups-en-a-test where vocabulary is con-

iiolled.. The ninth-grade slow readers were students

reeding two or more grades below grade level at the time

of the study with a bottom cutoff.of 5.0 dn terms of a

grade equivalent. The reading `range of the ninth-grade

good readers. spanned 8.7 to 10.5..in terms of grade equiv-
.,

alents.

Th9 sixth-grade readers were chosen as subjects

because the, rdean reading level of the ninth-grade slow

readers in terms of a grade equivalent was 6.1. One con-_

cetn of this study was to see if grade equivalents'in

total readinq, scores were reflected in the ability to

perfor successfully on a test of syntactic structure.

a



Introduction

nti

Student ave been exposed to oral language for

most of their lives. However, they have been ex sed to

the process of learning to read for a considerably shorter

period of time. Written English uses many formal c n-

structions infreque tly used in spoken English. It

the syntactic structures to which a reader will be

exposed that is of concern to this stud . The scope of

this study, there ore is restricted to the relationship

Of syntactic struct e t reding and, ntore specificaly,

to reading compreh nsio . This relationship has been,

explored from a number of different angles.

In two studies of oral language development (Chom-

sky, 1971; Loban, 1966),-it was found thab the level of °

oral language achievement Correlated .positively with expo-

sure to reading (Chomsky) or with the amolInt of reading

(Loban). Exposure to reading, as Cho skydefines it,

means both reading aloud 0 the subject or reading by the

subject himself.

Other studies demonstrate that it is easier for a

student to cordprehend written passages that use the dame

language/ patterns as' the'student himself uses in oral lan-

guage ( 1965atham, 1970) .. Related to this

observation is Smith's (1970) f nding that the ability to

fill in written clo passages i related to students'

c.
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and skilled adults' written syntax as measured by t units.

Those studieg' that are cross-sectional or longi

tudinal have shown that comprehension of syntactic sttuc-

ture (or the ability to demonstrgte this comprphension)

increases over age and grades. (Carroll,./1970; M cus,

1971; Srp,ith, 19,70) .

Numerous studies have been conc ed with stu-

dents' ability to get meaning from spec structures. 0

Marcus (1971) developed-a test o&the structures of modi-

fication, predication, complimentation, and coordination

using the principle of recovering deep structure from

several sentences with the same deep structure but dif-

ferent surface structures; (Deep structure is the postu-

lated abstract structure underlying sentences with all

the information necessary for semantic interpretation of
4

that sentence. Surface structure is-the actual structure
.

of a sentence [Wardhaugh, 1969].) Marcus found_ hat stu-
.;

dentg in the fifth through eighth grades showed an.incom-

plete mastery of these structures, but an increasing

ability to respond correctly to the test over the grades, .

This again seems to indicate that exposure to reading may

.be important.

Marcus' use of the thedry of recovery of deep

structure, as the basis of his test construction, meets.

Simons' (1970) criteria for an acceptable procedure for

1
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studying reading comprehension. Simons, after rescieWing

ti

. .
. .

other approaches to thetstudy of reading coinprehension,

concluded that recovery of deep structure-'is one of the
.

most promising approaches because it evolves from-a the -

ory
t -

ory of language. In his"own study, Simons used the prin-

ciple of recovery of deep Strlucture.

This study used Marcus' test, A Test of Sentenc4

Meaning (ATSM), to, investigate slow ninth-grade readers'

ability to recover meaning from the structures tested and

compare this response with t e responses of ninth-grade
--,,,,)

good readers and th =grads readers.

\ .

Statementi)of the Problem 4.: /

l
.

Do slow,minth-grade readers comprehend written

,
syntactic. structures on approximately the same level as

their peers, or do they comprehend written syntactic .

'0 ,

structures on approkimately the sixth-grade level?
4 .
The hypotheses to beaccepted or rejected by this.'

/
.

4

`study are: .

Hypothesis *A. Th.re is no significant difference

,

between the mean scares-oh the ATSM of the ninth-grade

slo readers and tlie rtintYr-grade good readers.

HypotheSid--B, TI-tere is,no significant ditferenbe

between the scores op the/ATSM of the ninth-grade slow
- . ,- .

,
readersreaders and sixth-grade eaders whO'are iplaced in and

.
/

rea in? on; the mean'ieading grade level of the Slow

'ninth -grade readers.

12
)

4

.0
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Imp rtan8e of the Study

Smith and Mason (1972) state that there is appar-

ently no advantage to simplifying syntactic structure in

reading materials for older students reading below their

grade level.. They base this thesis on Smith's study

(1970) using rewritten passages by students at various

grade levels and skilled adults. He found that fourth-,4

tenth-, and eleyenth-grade students distinguish between

four levels of writing. Fourth-graders read fourth-grade

writing best. Eleveth-graders, Smith reported, read

fourth-grade writing with least facility, although older

students (grades 10, 11, and 12) read all leoyels of writ-
;

ing significantly better than younger students (grades 4,

5, an0 6). .However, Smith did not use slow readers Z-87a.)

specific group in his study.'

The results of this study should shed fu Cher

light on the question of whether comprehenbion o syntax

plays a significant role in reading comprehension and,

more specifically, if sloWreaders have more difficul

\S

y

with syntax than tp'eir peers, when vocabula is c

trolled. This study should confirm or deny Smi con-
, -

9-
clusion. This, in turn, should have implications for

4

development -and selection of reading material for
)

the

slow reader:

Although correlatio,ns do not always indicate

13

1
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causation, one possible inference to be drawn from find-

ings mentioned previously, which showed that students

with better language mastery read more or were exposed to

more reading, might be that i planned expo re to certain

syntactic structures would be advantageous for slow read-

ers. As Strickland (1962) pointed out in her study,

basal readers seem to introduce various syntactic struc-

tures by chance and hive no apparent plan to reinforce

'these structures by repetition as they do with vocabulary.

Definitions'of Terms

Grade equivalents or grade level of reading.

This was determined by the grade equivalency scores of

The Nelson Reading Test. This test was ctiosen because

its norms cover grades 3 through 9, so that one forR

would cover the grades involved it this study.

Comprehension. Comprehension i this paper means

two different things: (a) comprehensi n of syntactic

structure refers to the ability of t e subjects to answer

correctly the items on Marcus' A"Test of Sentence Meaning;

and (b) general comprehension refers ta the ability of

the subjects to answer comprehension questions success-
,

fully ofi the comprehension subtest of,The Nelson Reading

1 4

Test

Ninth-grade slow readers. This category of ninth-

rade subjects refers to readers who scored two or more
J

1'1
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gr levels below the ninth - grade. level at the tim

t is study. Theklower level cutoff point is the f fth-

rade reading level due to the vocabulary level 9"f the

ritterion instrument used in this study. The peio level

/is.7.Ef; The mean grade equivalent for this oup,was 6.1.

Ninth-grade good readers. This category of ninth-
A'

grade subjects had a range in grade equivalents.of 8.7 to

10.5. The mean grade equivalent of this group was 9.5.

Sixth-grade readers. This category refers to

students placed in the sixth grade, W/ith a range of 5.0

to 7.5 which is the same range as the ninth-grade slow

readers. The mean grade equivalent of this group was 6,0.

Structural grammar (Thomas, 1965). Structura

grammar is based on the idea of describing, in as rig

ous a manner as possible, language as it actually exists.

Unlike traditional grammar, which Thomas describes as

intuitively and classically, based, structural gr-ammar

descriptive rather than prescriptive. Structural g ar
/

separates syntax from semantics. Descriptions of pares

of speech are given in syntactic terms with no appeal to

meaning.

Structural grammar is based on levels of syntax

1965). The f t level deals with basic sounds

(phon es); the second level deals with regular combina-

tions of phonemes 014Orphemes,the smallest element- that

15



has m aning); the .third leve

morp, mes calld 'phrase stru tur

Transformational- ene ativ: rammar. This gram-

with a combination of

mar ss b9ed on the linguistic\the y of Noam Chomsky who
;

dev loped the idea that linguidtic analysis must discover

wha is universal and regular i

un erstand and produce new gr

tork, 1972):

This grammar, according Chomsky, is tripartite,

nsistiing of (1) phrase-structur , (2P transformational

li

(Thmas, 1965). Thetruct re, and (3) morphophonemic

'phra d structure' deals with the emental.forms of lan-

guage! incorporating some of the de cription of morphdmes

found in struotural grammar. Rigor us rules for combin-

ing morphemes into siMple (core or 'kernel') phrases ale

1 ipresented. The 'transformational structure' presents

rigorous rules for'tombining phrases, rules for

innate ability to

tic ris tences (Hartman

S--../

adding adjectives to noun phrases, or changing a sentence

from active6 passive voice. "Morphophonemics" incorpo-

rates elopments by structural grammarians (particu±th-ly

,elopments concerned with phonemics) as well as discov-
b/

effe; by historical grammarians. (Historical grammarians

added .to our knowledge of E1glish by tracing changes in

usage over time.)

1G
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Overview of the Stud

The succeedi g chapters'include a review of th

literature "(Chapter II) which reviews studies related to

frequent vs. infre ent language patterns, awareness f

structure and read ng comprehension, number and comp ex-

ity of structures and reading; oral miscues and tom re-

hension, sex and ther possible moderating varitbl , and '

improvement of p rformance over age and grade., The chap-
/

ter on prOcedur (Chapter III) discusses the ins,ruments

used, the population involved, and the study ties g . The

chapter on fin ings (Chapter IV) presents data and dis-

10

cusses It in .-lation to the literature that has been

reviewed. Th- final 'chapter (Chapter V) gives a summary

and conclusi ns as well as suggestions for further

research. r
j

Limitations'of the 'Study

Conclusions from this study'are.limited byithe

nature of the population involved, which is predominantly

rural, small town or suburban, and white.

Results will be further limited by the grade lev-

els involved,

Because of the limited available population for

this study, randomization was not possible. The total

available populations falling within the desired ranges

was used. The sixth -grade group was particularly small

17

I, 41
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with only 18 subjects,. /

Limitations ofcthe study include those imposed by

the instruments. The ATSM does not cover all the possi-

ble syntactic structures or their combinations with which

a reader comes in contact although Marcus took examples

from each of the categories presented by, the structural-

ist Nelson W. Francis. The ATSM was also found to be

long and frustrating for the slow readers. The degree to

which they may 've slackened their-efforts may limit*the

validity-6f their scores.

The need for a test with a wide range of norms ,

and one Which could be given within a single peli.od neces-

sitated the use of an instrument that placed a number of

the subjects at the upper end of the norms.

18 V r



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

I-

Syntactii.c structure, as a subject for research,

encompasses a large field of study. Most of the studes

are concerned with oral language. Although-oral languag

acquisition logically and in sequence precedes reading,

generalizations about language acquisition and develop-

ment cannot automatically be transferred to reading. A

point that a number of researchers have made is that oral

language development, differs from reading in rate of

acquisition, consciousness and deliberateness of instruc-

tion, delay of reinforcement, and modalities involved in

the process (Singer, 1972). This literature survey is

restricted. to studies of the relationship of syntax with

reading comprehension.

The studies reviewed in this chapter appear to

fell into the following categories: (a) the relationship

of language development to reading, (b) the use of fre-

quent vs. les frequent language patterns, (c) awareness

of structure and reading comprehensi,(which includes

-teaching language and reading), (d) number and complexity

of structures andopmprehension, (e) oral miscues and

12
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comprehension,-, (f) sex and other possible moderating

variables, and (g) improvement in comprehension over the

grades.

The Relationship of Language
Development to Reading

Chomsky's (1971) study was essentally a study of

oral language competence in respect to certain complex

aspects of English syntax. She also investigated expo-

sure to written language as a source of input in language

development. The degree of exposure to Written language

was measured by a complexity score for books, Huck's

inventory of children's literary background, a master

list of 400 books, and a detailed list of reading and

materials read aloud. These measures were coyrglated

with the stage of_linguistic development of the children.

as determined in the first part of the study. Chomsky'

concluded that there was a strong correlatiol.betWeen

these indexes of reading expostre4and.lahguage develop-

ment. The relationship of readin Measures to linguistic

stages is given in terms of a ti'aall rank correlation

due to the number of ties in the data. All the measures

on the child questionnaire, master book list, and reading

during a tracked week were found to be significant in

relation to linguistic stages at the .05 level or beyond.

Thirty -six children ages 6-10, were the subject of-thi

20



study.

Loban (1966) conducted a multi - faceted ngitudi-

nal study (kindergarten through ninth grade)'o children's

language, and the relation among their abiliti s in speak-

ing, writing, listening, and reading. The study began

14

with 338 sub'ect's and still had 220 of them at the end of
f

10 years. Within the total group, two gro ps were stud-

ilied intensively. One was designated the h'gh group, one

the low group. These two groups repres nt'd extremes on-

the normal curve in language pro'ficie cy a determined by

teacher ratings ±i terms of eight f- tors 0 which read-

/.
ing was just one. In grade 4 thr

and California AchieVethen tests, in reading were adminis-

tered. The high group's medi- was always more than two

years above chronologi al'age. The low gr up began by

reading one.and a ha f years below chronol gical age, and

in folloWing years ell further behind. he total group,

was reading clog to-the expected age no The .range

was no,;t as clew as therec,was an,overldp by one member in

each group. /

Stp_ckland (1962), working with grades 2 through

alsodiound a definite relationship between structure

of oral language and reading ability. In second grades 4.

. superior retders used greater sentence length in oral

language production. This was also true of sixth-grade

21
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0

readers who were good in oral and silent reading. /They,

were also found to make more use of movable, subordina-

I

tion, and to use more linguistic patterns.

Frequent Versus Infrequent
Language Patterns

Strickland (1962) discovered that/krequently used i

oral patterns of elementary school children differed from

those patterns, found on the sample of pages taken from

reading texts. Ruddell (1965), using fourth-grade stu-

dents,_ went a step further. Using the language patterns

discovered in StriCkland'S study, he constructed pare-
/

graphs of frequenEly used syntactic patterns. From these

he constructed a cloze test. The results showed that

there was a significant difference in comprehension of

the differing passages in favor of the more frequently

'.used patterns. As Schneyer (1970).points out, infrequent

patterns may complicate the cloze task, since to a large

degree it is a measure of redundancy.

c.Tatha suppOrted Ruddell's results with two

studies'. In the first study (1968), Tatham used Rud-

dell's.frequenoy patterns to make up a high-frequency

passage and a low-frequency passage. Multiple-choice

questions were used to test comprehension of these pas-
-

sages. The questions tested far literal comprehension,

inferential comprehension, evaluation,' and appreciation.

N

2 °
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fourth-graders,were used 40 make the study comparable

with .Ruddell' study.. TwO different intelligence groups

(I.Q. of 90 to 115 and 120 and'above) were also used. /
4

The passage containing frequently used oral language pat-f:
4

terns was comprehended better than the other passage.

The difference in comprehension scores between intelli-

gence levels was: significant at the .05 level.

Tatham's 1970 study also supported Ruddell's

1!results. Again Strickland's data were used to determine
A

which sentences frequently appear in children's language.

Tatham's test involved one sentence and#three pictures,

one of which correctly depicted the meaning of the sen-

tence. Her subjects included fourth-graders and second-

graders. Her results showed that'significantlyMore

second- and fourth-graders obtained higher scores on the

test using' the more frequently used oral patterns than on

the test using less frequent oral patterns. FoUlrth-

graders significantly Qut-performed Second-graders on

both'tests,

Smith (1970) was (interested in the relation

-between written language patterns at produced by students

at various grade levels and the ability of students at

these same grade levels to understand these patterns.

Smith (1970) used an.instrument developed for astudy

conducted by Hunt (1970).

23
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Hunt (1970), in his study of school children in

grades 4, 6, 8, 10.,' 12 and of.skilled and unskilled adult

writers; used an instrument of 32 short (mean: 4-1/3

words) sentences on the process of extracting aluminum

from bauxite. He instructed his subjects to combine sen-

tences in any, way they saw fit without adding or deleting

any information. His basic measuring unit was the t unit:

. . one main clause plus any subordinate clause or non-

clausal structure attached or embedded in it [p. 4]." He

found that t-unit length steadily increased over the

grades and that this trend continued with an increase of

t-unit length by the skilled adult writers over twelfth-_

egrade performance. The number of t units per sentence

,went-steadily downward. Within the normal curve of each

grade, the trend already noted was found with high achiev-

eis (on other achievement tests) having a higher- mean t-_

unit length than the middle group which in turn' had a
0

higher mean thanthe lower group. The difference between

the high and loW groups was significant at the .05 level.

Smith (1970) used Hunt's protocols to reproduce

patteriis o written language produced by children at,

grades 4, 8, and 12 and skilled adults. Smith discovered

that children in grades 4, y, and 11 differed signifi-

cantly in comprehension of the four levels of writing.

Grades 4, 5, and 6 read fourth-grade writing best. The'

2 4
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eleventh grade had the most difficulty with fourth-grade

Writing of all the passages they re d. Students in

grades 8 through 12 found that it was easier tg read

eighth-grade writing than either fourth-grade writing or --

passages by twelfth-graders or skilled adults.

Carroll (1970)/ using third-, gixth7, and ninth-

graders as subjects, tested them for their knowledge of

the less frequent grammatical usage of Words that may,

occur in more than one function. Two instruments were

used. One instrument had words in high, low, or anoma-

lous usage. The subject had to indicate whe4ther the

words were correctly used. The other measure called for

paraphrasing an underlined word. For 90% of the words

the subjects had' significantly more difficulty incompre-

hending t less frequently used grammatical meaning.

Again, th results seem to indicate that repeated expo-

sure strengthens comprehension.

Aw reness of Structure and
Reading Comprehension

O'Donnell (1962) found d moderate correlation

between comprehension and knowledge of grammar (.46) and

between comprehension and awareness of structure (.44).

But awareness of structure (ability to actually pick it

out as demonstrated by author's 4est) is more highly

related to reading than knowledge of traditional gramm'ar.

25
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This conclusion Wasarrived- at despite the above correla-
.

tioh by application of a partial correlation to "partial

out" knowledge of vocabulary'. Knowledge of-vocabulary

a ccounted for most of the relationship between reading

and knowledge of .grammar test scores. 0%Donnell con-
-

k

cludeS, however, that the relationship, is not high enough

to justify teaching grammatical struc&ure as a ma or

means of, developing reading comprehension. O'Donhell's

subjects were 101 high school seniors. .

Crews (1968) computed change scores on fourth-

grade students who had participated in either a tradi-

tional grammar program or a linguistically oriented gra

mar program. In the latter program, the tudents ware

taught sector analysis which included instruction M. the

recognition of various units within the total sentence.

structure which are shiftble. This can lead to greater

flexibility of structures. An analysis ofwiting sam-
.

pies and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tet,,,ur.si.rey'D,

were the instruments used for evaluatioh. Results, sig7 ft,
. r

nificant at the .001 level, favotdd the experimental
..- .

,croup in a variety of sentence structures produced, and
,

0

favored the control group in reading comprehension/.

Number'and Complexity of
uctures and Reading

Nurss (1966) used picture comprehension and oral

'reading scores to measure the'difficulty of reading

26
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sentences that d. ered in structuraldepth inumbe

transfoimations oved from kernel sentences) and struc-

tural organization (complex, compound, or simple). Sub-
.

jects were second-grade students. Oral clues pointed to

the 'fact that sentences with greater structpral depth

were more difficult t& read. Bpt this was not supported

by the picture comprehension test. The hypothesis that

more complex sentences would be more difficult to read

failed to receive support from either test.

Both tvircus and Simons base their studies on the

generative-transformational grammar concept of deep struc-

ture: Deep structure, as defined by Wardhaugh 01969), is:

"The abstract structure postulated as underlying^a sen-

tence. It contains all the information necessary for

semantic interpretation of that sentence [p. 152]." Two
/

sentences that are paraphrases have the same deep struc-

ture but different surface structdtes.

Simons (1970) investigated two questions: what

is the relationship between the ability to recover deep .

structure and reading comprehension, and is'the kill of

making a lexical analysis of the main verb positively

related to reading comprehensf To answer the first

question, Simons correlated th'scores from his Deep

-Structure 'Recovery Test (DSRT) with the scores frbm two

.

,different comprehension tests. One was a'cloze test and

$1,

27
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anothek a traditional comprehension test (the reading

subtest of the Metropolitan Achievement Test). Rdkovery

of deep structures (as measured by the DSRT) appears to-

be an important factor in reading comprehension. It'is

more important in cloze than with the MAT reading test

Word knowledge is more important on the MAT reading test

than ward recog ition, I.Q., or the ability to recover

deep structure. Apparently the two tests are testing for .

different skills. In the cloze test, it is reasonable to

infer that recovery of deep structure is a nelessary min-

imum to'recovering meaning since the blanks force the

person who is taking the test to predict meaning, while

such -6-aietion may not be involved in a traditional

multiple-choice comprehension test.

The second question regarding lexical analysis of

the main verb was investigated through a sentence comple-

tion test and a subsection of the DSRT. The results

showed that the sentence completion test has a small but

positive statistically significant relationship to read-

ing comprehension as meas ed by cloze and.rOne by the

MAT reading test. For bo s, lexical fillaysis of the main

verb was moderately related to reading compr hension as

tested by cloze and the MATS reading test. girls,

ere was no,relationship to ieither measure. The same

ski as measur by the DSRT was not related to reading

28
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,comprehensidn as measured by the cloze test. SUbjct.t

were fifth-grade students.

Marcus 1971) developed a test for the purpose of

diagnosing specific-difficulties with basic syntactic

structure. Using a test with 102 questions that tested

17 grammatical structures, Marcus found that an interrup-

tion of the subject-verb-object sequence by a relative

clause in complex sentences caused more difficulty than

if the clause did not interru that sequencer He fur---

ther doncluded that some students did not distinguish

between denotated and implied meaning of words. Some

students showed a lack of understanding of semantic, and

syntactic meaning of some function words. The subjects'

of this study were in grades 4 through 8. The A Test' of

Sentence Meaning used for this study was similar to

Simons' Deep Structure Recovery Test. Both used a

multiple-choice format based on paraphrase, Marcus' teat.

had more variety in format, designated"what st_ructUresz
were being tested, and was of greater length. 7

The degree*to which griderstanding varioua con-7
__-

junctions related to re.ding-ComprehensiOn wsz

gated b coat (1.7.0:.. Shfr-g-aceher fo th-grade sub-

ects two testa-for co rehe/ision of4Onjunctio

multiple-choice and cloze testy- Stgadt found that there

was a significant relationship between understandin

26'
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conjunctions and readi comprehension. Stoodt also

found that there is a significant difference in diffi-

culty of various conjunctions.

Fagan (1971) was interested in exploring thel

question of whether the number and type of transforma-

tions in a passage would affect reading comprehension.

Using a cloze procedure with these fourth-, fifth-, and

410 sixth-grade subjects, Fagan found that deletions and

embedding tended to make sentences more difficult.' He

concluded tp.h.t sentence difficulty, more than paragraph

difficult, was dependent on the difficulty of transfor-

mat,i.ons, and that this was probably due to redundancy.'7

The number of transformations within a sentence were not

found to affect difficulty of comprehension. This

not agree with the results of some previous researchers.

Bormuth, Carr, Pearson (1970), using

/fourth-grade subjects, divided some 55 skills into three

broad categorids: sentence, anaphora, and intersentence.

Paraglaphs were constructed and four different types of

wh-questions were asked to determine.literal comp erhen-
sidn.a The test was given to fourth-grade subjects. The

4 mean percentages of...correct answers were as follows:

sentence 73%, anaphora 77%, and intersentence 58%. Bdr-
.

mlAh concluded that the three skills tested were homoge-

neous since there was a significantly greater difference
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in difficulty between skills than between differen mea-

sures of the same skill. There' is also some evideiice

that there may be some hierarchies among skills.

Oral Miscues and Comprehension

Ordinarily we think of oral miscues as giving a

clue to a student's word recognition skills, and as such

would not be evidence to consider in a chapter survey

syntax and comprehension. Goodman (1972)'a.dmits that a

student can learn phonologically decode without com-
e

'.

prehension as a liar- mitzvah boy may learn Hebrew script

to recode into chanted oral Hebrew without Understanding

what he is chanting. But decoding normally engages the
A

reader in semantic analysis and prediction of meaning and

syntactic order. G odman states that* the basis of his

research he foun at proficient readers decode directly
.//

from graphic stimulus, then encode from the deep struc-

ture.

Their oral output is not directly relatbd to the
graphic stimulus and may involve transformation in
vocabulary and syntax, even ifjcleaning is retained.
If their comprehension,is inaccurate, they will
encode this changed pr incomplete meaning.as-oral
output (13. 63].

This becomes clear in a cage study cited by Goodman

(1972). A fourth-grader read the line "Might as well

study wordeNeanings first" as "Might as well study what

it means. [G adman, 1972, p. 58] ."
4
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Using the same basic reasoning, Ohaver (1971)

explored the difference in reading tactics between col-

lege freshmen who scored 12 or more percentile points

higher on either the vocabulary or comprehensiOP subtest

of The Nelson-Denny Reading Test than they scOred.on, the

other subtest. Ohaver used an expression type instrument,

with sentences, semi-grammatical sentences, and ungram-

matical strings'randomly assembled together. He found

that the higher comprehension students used both syntac-

tic
.

and semantic cues, while the higher vocabulary stu-
1

dents used mainly syntactic "cues. He concluded that

higher comprehension students were trying to, recover

meaning.
r

Sex and Other Possible
Moderating Variables

The majority of stu

I

ies surveyed did nit report

any findings on moderati variables.

Ruddell (1965) in his study of frequent and

infrequent language patterns, found that significant dif-

ferences existed it the .01 leVel between comprehension

scores ip ion to (a) father's occupational level,

(b) educati 1 background of parents, (c) intelligence

and ment age, and (d) chronological age,of'subjects.

No significant difference was found in comprehension

scores in relation 'to sex although there is an interaction

0
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significant at the .05 level, suggesting that boys have

more difficulty-than girls comprehending low-frequency

patterns.

Tatham (19701, who was also interested in fre-

quent vs.-infrequent oral language patterns applied to

reading, found that girls did consistently better in

cross-grade sex comparisons; but with-one exception it

was not significant. The total group of girls did sig-
/.

nificantly better than the total group of boys on the

test of frequent oral language patterns. But, in gen-

eral, Tatham concluded thaft the results of the study

indicated great variation of ability within each sex,

,rather than pointing to.treatment of each sex as a

-group.

Stoodt (1970 fotnd that there were significant

relations between understanding conjunctions and sex,

socioeconomic levels and intelligence, all in -the

expected directions.

Of,

Simons -.1970) found that girls were superior to

boys in recovery of deep structure, but that there was.no

(sex_differenbe.in the importance of the. skill as are, aspect

of r ading comprehension when measured by cloze. For

both sexes, the ability to recover deep structure is a

more mpOrtant aspect of reading 'comprehension as mea-

sured by cloze than is I.Q.,zword knowledge, and word

33
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recocryfYifioffskill. For boys, word recognition skill and

skill of recovering deep structure are both more impor-

tant in reading comprehension as measured by the Metro-

politan Achievement Test, Reading Subtest, than word

knowledge or I.Q. For girls, word knowledge is much more

important than the other three skills. ori the MAT Reading

Test.

Improvement of Performance
Over Age and Grade

In those studies where more than one ade was

involved, it i6 of interest to see if older stu ts did

better on the task than students had-dohe'in preceding,

grades.

Marcus found that students did better in each

higher grad from fourth grade to eighth grade. This was

true even though word knowledge was controlled, time

unlimited, and structures presumably "basic" ones. There

was4a 21-point difference between the fourth- and the

eighth-grade mean scores, In Smith's study (1970), the

older students (tenth-, eleventh-, and twelfth- graders)

read consistently better than the fourth-, fifth-, and

/sixth-graders on all levels of writing. Although Fagan'S

fstudy (1971), had subjects ranging from 9 to 12 years of

)-'age in grades 4 through 6, the e is no mention of signif-

icantresults relating to thes two factors. Tatham

34
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(1970) dealt with two grade ,levels in her study. ,The

fourth-graders out-performed the second-graders on both

frequeopt and infrequent-syntactic structures. Carroll

(1970),use4 tudents in the third, sixth, and ninth

grades.. He concluded that acquisition of lexico-

grammatic meaning was a slow, process far from complete

by the ninth grade. Each succeeding,grade did better

than- the Preceding one.

,54141t41

Summary,

To summa ze, the various categories into, which

the studies w re grouped will be reiewed briefly.

hpre is apparently a positive relationship

between ral language development and exposure to reading,

(Cho y, 1971) and between oral language development and

succ ssful reading (Loban, 1966; Strickland, 1962).

b. Syntactic patterns which appear more frequently,

in students' language are easier for students to compre-

/end in reading (Carroll, 1970; Ruddell, 1965; Tatham,

1970).. There is also /evidence that there,i-s a

x:elatiotiship betweeA patt rns frequently used i a s'Eu-

,,:ddnt's writing and abili y to comprehend such patterns

when they appear in red ing:(Smith, 1970).

c. There seems to' be somewhat contradictory evi-

dence in regard to aw reness of structure and reading born-

. ,

prehension. O'Donnell (1962-) found a higher correlation

35
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between the .ay.dreness of structure and comprehension than

. between:anOwledge of traditional grammar and comprehen-,

sion. But neither correlation was M.O. Crews (1968)

--discovered that a-linguisticelly oriented-course resulted

in more variation of structure in students' writing,, but

that students who took a traditional grammar course made
. .

greater advances in reading.

d. Nurss (1966)' found that there was no support

for th'e idea ,Ehat complex senten- Ces made co hension
\-------

,

more difficult. Greater-sttuctural depth made oral read-

Ag more difficult, but. not silent reading according to

the results of the pi.cture;,eOmprahension test. Several
1.

studies showed that students hdd not coftipletely mastered /1

various. syntactic patterns.

e. By use of-oral reading miscues, Ohavdr (1971)

was able to infer a difference in reading strategies by

college freshmen who scored l2, percentile points higher

on 'either the vocabuldiy or comprehension part'of a xeadl-

ing.test-than they did on the other part.

f. Sex differences were found by Ruddell (1965

in an interaction, suggesting th"at boys had a more diffi- *-

cult time than girls in comprehending low-frequency lan=

guage Ratterns. Tatham noted that girls did signifi-

cantly better than boys on the frequent oral patterns.

Stoodt (1970) fOun relationships between sex, SES, and

36
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intelligence with the ability to, uddelstand the relation-
.

shipS signaled by-conjunctions. Simons (1970) also found

that girls interacted with the two measures in a different

way than boys.

g. In'general, there wa-s'an-improveMent in compre-

tenSion of the various syntactic p4tterns as grade and age

,,progressed (Ca=-011, 19'70; Marcus, 1971; Smith, 1970;

Tatham, i9,70).

,1
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CHAPTER 1,21

PROCEDURES

This chaptet will define the population involved

in this study, discuss the selection and construction of

tests used in this study, and describe the design of the

study.

ti

Population

Three categories of subjects were used for this

study: ninth-grade sldw readers, ninth-grade good read-

ers, and sixth -grade readers. The Nelson Reading Test

was 'Used for the initial, screening with 52 slota ninth-

grade readers, 49 ninth-graders from heterogeneous ninth-

grade English clasSes, and 4-0 students placee,in the

sixth grade. As a result of this screening, 30 slow

ninth-grade readers (grde equivalents 5.0 to 7.5), 30

good ninth-grade readers (grade equivalents 8.7 to 10.5),

and 18 sixth-grade readers (grade equivalents 5.0 to 7.5)

were available as subjects for the study.

The population of the Hunterdon Central High

School district, from which the subjects of this study

were chosen, is predominantly white,. middle class and

rural, residential (suburban)", ox small town. Of a total

31
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population of 24 356,',196 persons are listed as, being of

races other than Caucasian. Of this number, 111 are

black **(Hunterdon Count_ *Planning Board, 1972). ,

N

The median income for the area is $111-337 (Bureau

of Census, 1972).

0f the population of the county, 72.3% is classi-

fied k the Census Bureau as rural, non-farm population;

- 12.1 of the dbuqty is classified as rural farm popula-

tio . The most populous town of the school district is

mington, with a population of 3,91.7(Burrau of the

ensus, 1972).

There is considerable commuting from this area.

Only 55% of all workers in the county work in the county

of residence (Bureau of the Census, 1972).

Selection of Tests

The Nelson Reading Test, Revised Edition,was the

test chosen to measure the reading level for this study.

Because this study involved subjects residing at, and

placed at, different grade levels, the broad range o,

norms covering the elementary and junior high grades

(grades t to 91 was necessary if one test was to be used

for all subjects.

The,Nelson Reading Test gives three scores, a

vocabulary score, a paragraph comprehension score, and a_'

total reading score. One hundred items measure vocabulary

4
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in context. Seventy-five items measure the thr6ee skills

of reading for main idea, reading for detail, and pre-
.

. dicting outcomes. The 142 revision-of the 'test (with
*

new forms) added some mpre 'difficUlt and varied material

to the test. Item analysis was computed for items from

the three earlier forms to make a more discriminating"-

test.

Alternate form reiabilitydkOefficients for grade

6, which was one of the grades involved in this study,

was .'87 for the vopbuItrysubtest, .85 /for the p'aragraph

subtest, and .91 for the total score. At the ninth-grade

level, the alternate form reliability coefficient is .86

for the vocabdlary subtest, .87 for the paragraph subtest,'

and .92 for the total score. o

Congruent validity was established with the Iowa

Test of Basic Skills and The WeIson-Denny Reading s .

N,./ ,

At the sixth-grade level, &.correlation coefficient

between vocabulary scores on The Nelson Reading Test and

the subtest of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills is .73. The

coefficient between the two paragraph subtests is .16.

At the ninth-grade lev correlation coefficient

between the total reading scores f The Nelson-Del;Iny

Reading Test and The Nelson Readin Test. is .84,(Nelson,

1962) .

Standardization procedureS were charactetized by

40
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.H. A. Robinson to be "meticulous and comprehensive [in

Buros, 1965, p. 802] A multiple-cluster sampling plan

was used with the whole country as the original base;

8,544 students were'used fOr Form A which is the form'

used in this study (Nelson, 1962).

The standard error of measurement for Form A,

sixth grade, in terms of grade equivalents (in months),

is 2. .4; in raw scores it is 3.38. The standard error of

et4

measurement for Form A, ninth grade, is 3.0 s in

terms of grade eq11ivalents and 3.0 points in rms of raw

scores (Nelson, 1962).
. i

,Two of Robinsbnis criticisms of the test are that

the answer sheets may be difficult fot. the youngest stu-

dents to handle and that the norms do not go high enough

for very good readers in the junior high (in Buros, 1965).

The first criticism does not apply to the subjects of.

this'study because these subjects do not include third-,

fourth-, or fifth-graders. The,second criticism does not

pertain because our cutoff point for purposes of selec-

.tion was. 10.5 so that the norms are adequate.

The one telling criticism is that some/of the

alterns:five answers in the comprehension section are too

easily' eliminAt''ed. ,Neverthelessr.Rob s noponcludes that

The Nelson.Readin.Test is ". . . an adequate-gros's meat-.
4

% i
sure of reading achievement [in Buros, 1965', p. 802]."
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A Test of Senttndt tle.-4111.x4; developed by Albert

D. Marcus, was used as the main instrument of this study.

Marcus (1971) selected his syntactic categories

from those described as basic by the structural linguist,

W. Nelson Francis. According to this version of struc,

tural grammar, "all syntactic structures in sentences are

manifestations of one or more of these types [p. 50]."

The fob± categories are defined by Marcus in the follow-

ing manner.

a. Structures of modification consist of two immedi-
ate constituents, a head and a modifier.'

b. Structures of predicETn consist of two immediate
constituents, a subject and a predicate.

c. Structures of complementation constst of two imme-
diate constituents, a verbal element and a comple-
ment.

.. Structures of_coordination have ,two or more imme-
diate constituents, which are syntactically equiv,
alent units joined in a structure which functions
as a single unit [p. 50].

Marcus (1971) turned to a transformational-

generative theoryof grammar to develop the test that

could measure a stddent's skill at deriving meaning from

the above structures. According to this thdory, sen-

tences having different surface structures can be gener-

ated from the same kernel sentence or sentences. Test

items were developed'by ". .- factoring sentences into

their underlying kernels and by.comparing transformations

with equivalent meaning [p. 51]."

Lexical content and internal punctuation were/
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controlled. The most frequently used words from the

lists of Dale, Thorndike and Lorge, and Rinsland were

used. (In addition, when the tests were given, the

examiners offered to answer questions of pronunciation

and meaning if a student made such a request [Marcus,

1971].)

. From 27 structures which the literature suggest

may causes problems in reading comprehenSion, 17 were

sel cted and classified'within the four categories

alr dy given. A fifth category was constructed for a

combination of structures.

Using the basic principle that discrimination

between same and different meanings indicated ability

-to derive meaning from structures, Marcus developed four

different formats for his multiple-choice questions. For-

mat 1 called for identifying another sentence with the

same meaning as the lead sentence. Format 2 required the

identification of the one sentence that did not have the

same meanin4 as all the others. Format 3 required the

test-taker to break down sentences into kernel's and

recognize-statements that said Something true'about a

given sentence. Format 4 required the test-taker to

select two sentences which together gave the whole mean-

.ing of the lead sentence.

Test items. were submitted to three linguists who

43
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independently evaluated the items as to whether they were
At

actually the designated structures, whether they were nat-

ural sentences, and whether meanings were equivalent or

different as the item required*:

The test consists. of 102 items. Six items test
or

each of the grammatical structures.

The ATSM was administered by Marcus to 487 boys

and girls in grades 5, 6, 7 and 8 from disadvantaged area

schools and from middle-class area schools.

Reliability, using,the Kuder-Richardson Formula

20, was computed for each item for all four grades. Reli-

ability coefficients ranged from .95 for grade 5 to .89

.4for. grade 8.

As was expected, grade averages increased from

the fifth to eighth grade with the eighth grade averaging

21 more items correctly answered than the fifth grade

(Marcus, 1971), The mean percentagd'increased from the

fifth to the eighth grade for each of the 17 structures

also (Marcus, 1971).-

Although the test was given to a relatively small

number, the ATSM showed evidence for reliability and con-

tent validity which made it a good, instrument for this

study.

Study

The Nelson Reading Test, Revised Edition, was

administered to the available population of sixth-graders,

4.1
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ninth-grade slow readers, and a class of ninth-grade

readers from heterogeneously grouped English classes.

Due to the limited available population for this study,

the entire population scoring be teen the desired ranges

was used.

The Nelson Reading Test was administered to 52

ninth-grade-students taking ,a special reading course for

students reading one or more years below grade level.

From this population, 0 students who scored from 5.0 to

7.5 in grade equivalents were selected as subjects for

this study. The mean reading level (in grade equivalents)

of this group was computed. The mean level rounded off

to 6.1.

The Nelson Reading Tett was also administered to

ninth-grade students from heterogeneob.sly grouped English

classes Thirty-two students scored,between 8.5 and 10.5.

The lowest two readers within this range were eliminated

for piirposes of widening the gap between the two reading

ranges involved so that there would be a greater chance

of population differences. This brought the range to

8.7 to 10.5 for the group designated as "good ninth-grade

readers."

From 46 sixth-graders, 18 scored between 5.0 and

7.5, which was the range of the ninth-grade slow readers.

These 18 sixth-graders became the "sixth-grade readers"

4 5
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for this study. c
Since this study was adMinistered about halfway

through the school year, the range for each category

appears to be reasonable, taking into account the no

range Of students at any grade level.

The in the three categories meeting the

,1°
teria were then given A Test of Sentencereading level

Meaning (ATS The standardized instructions developed_

by Marcus were ead to each group. This included instruc-
_

tions to the st dents to raise their hands and ask for

words to be pronounced or meanings given. This was to

further discount the vocabulary factor in this study.

The testing 'sessions were divided into three parts. Stu-

dent ho could not finish within an..allotted period were

given extra time.

Results were analyzed using the Kruskal-Wallis

one-way analysis of variance by ranks. This test was

used to determine if any of thp three groups of subjects

came f'om genuinely different populations (Siegel, 1956).

A post hoc prodedure was used to determine which of the

groups came from genuinely different populations. The

Iruskal-Waliis. formula was used because the low number of

subjects in the sixth-grade group indicated that the data
4

should be treated as non -parai tric data.

A Pearson-Product Momeftt Correlation was also
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calculated to determine the degree of, relationship between

reading scores and scores on the ATSM for each

three groups.

2

s.
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CHAPTER

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to explore the

ability of ninth-grade slow readers to comprehend various

syntactic structures in comparison with ninth-grade good

. readers and readers reading on about the same grade level

as the slow ninth -grade readers. The mean reading level

of the slow ninth-grade readers, in terms of a grade

equivalent, was '6.1. A sixth -grade group of readers with

the same range in terms_Aof grade equkvalents was chosen'
c.

as the third groupFor purposes of cOmp.4rion.
/ /.

The grade levels at which each group read was

determined by administering The Nelson Reading Test.

A Test of Sentence Meaning (ATSM), developed by

Altert D, Marcus, was administered to all subjects.

Presentation of Data

For purposes of comparing the ability of nilkh-

grade slow readers, ninth-grade good readers, and sixth-

grade readers, scores for the three different groups were

ranked and the Kruskal-Wallis formula was used because

the sixth-grade group, was composed of only 18_subjects.

The Iruskal-Wallis formula is for ohe-way analysis of

41
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/

variance df nonparametric data./ -`11he Kruskal-Walligy 'one-
. .

way analysis df variance is computed for the purpose of
'

.
. /

. .
y

deciding whether a given number of independent samplep'
/ / 4

are from different populations as opposed to represepting
.

mere chance Ivariation as expected among several random

samples of the same population. The use of this proce- .

dure assumes hn underlying cohtinuqus distrintion

Siegel, 1956).

T 8 raw scores from the ATSM were:ranked and the

X
Kruskal allis one-wa analysis of variante was computed.

The esuits were significant at the .001.1evel. A post

hdC procedure was then used to determine between which

groups there was a signifiCant 'difference.. Results

showed that there-was significant difference between

the peformance on the ATSM by the slow ni11.81i="grZde read -'
f

,ers-and the good ninth-grade readers. There was no sig-'

nificant difference between, the sixth-grade readers' and

either of the other two groups.

To explorethe relationship between comprehensiOn

of syntax as measured by the ATSM and\readIng ability, a

Pearson Product Moment Correlation wa$ computed between

each group's raw scores -from the ATSM and their raw ,

scores from The Nelson Reading Test. The.resulting cor-

relation coeficients, were .70 for the sixth grade, .2.3

for the ninth-grade slow readers,-and -.03 for the
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minth-grdde gooA readers (Table 1).

For a slightly more detailed picture of the 1per-

formance of the three different groups on the 17 syntac-

tic structures that were tested in the ATSM, a profile of

the average performance of each group on each of the 17

structures was plotted on a graph (see Figure 1).

Each syntactic structure was tested by six

multiple-choice items. The cluster of six items was

gradedgood(0-1, wrong), fair (2 wrong), or poor (3 or

more items wrong), according to Marcus' design. 'FOf pur-

poses of comparing the performances of the three groups

on the 17 individual syntactic structures, the good, fair,

and poor were converted to ranks of 3, 2, i, respectively.

A mean rank for each group's performance on each item was

computed. These mean ranks, carried to the hundredth

place, were plotted on a graph, To further interpret the

graph, a mean rank score and ,a median rank score were

computed for each group (see Table 2). The mean rank f6r

the ninth-grade slow readers was 1.68, ,median score,

1.57. The mean rank for the sixth grade was 2.01, the

median score, 2.06. The mean rank for the ninth-grade

good readers was 2.34, the median score, 2.37-

Discussion

'As a result of this study, hypothesis A (p. 5),

there is no significant difference between the mean scores
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Seventeen syntactic structurl, of A Test of Sentence

Meaning in order that they appear in Figure 1.

1. Direct object/indirect object sequence.

2. Relative clause modifies subject.

3. Passive voice in relative clause.

4. Relative clause modifies direct object.

r5. Relative clause modifies object of preposition.

6. Complex sentences with two relative clauses.

7. Direct object/objective'complement sequence.

8. Subjective complement embedded as modifier.

9. Prepositional phrase modifiers.

10. Passive. voice in simple sentence.

11.-Included clauses.

12. Recognition of transformation of nominalization ih

active verbs.

13. Coordination of phrases.
4

14. Elliptical structures of coordination.

15. Coordination of subordinate clauses.

16. Coordination of independent clauses.

17. Combination of structure.

t)g..
r.r)
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TABLE 2

MEAN' AND MEDIAN RANK SCORES
. (FOR FIGURE 1) °'

4

Mean
rank score

Median .

rank score ;.

Sixth-grade ;leaders

Ninth -grade slow readers

Ninth-grade good readers

2.01

1.68

2.06

2.37 Ad
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on the ATSM of tfhe ninth -g e sldw readers and the ninth---

grade, good readers, is rejected,' Hypothesis B, there is

0. no significant difference between the scores qn the ATSM

'ii
.

Itri, ...of .the ninth-grade slow readers and sixth-'grade readers

who are placed in, and reading on, the mean reading grade

level of the slow ninthrrade readers, cannot be rejected.

GOod n41th-grade readers evidently comprehend the

'Syntactic structures tested by the ATSM at a significantly

- higher level than slow ninth-grade readers. This lack o

comprehension on the part of slow ninth-gradereaders may\

contribute to their slow development in reading. This

lack of comprehension may, in turn, be affected by intel-

ligence which was not measured in this study. It may

also be affected-by affective factors found both in their

attitude toward reading in;general, and more specifically

found in the testing situation. The ninth-grade slow

readers found the ATSM to be long, repetitive in the type

of task performed, and generally Dgustrating. This was

evidenced through co 111 I

t
nts such as "Do we have to finish

this?" and gestures such as rubbing the eyes and turning

to gaze frequently out the window. The ninth-grade slow

readers took ldnger to complete each section than either

of the other two groups.

The sixth-grad'readers' performance on the ATSM

was not identical with the performanceof .the ninth-grade

r.

s.
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slow readers as can be seen by the difference in mean*

ATSM s

score

differ

groups

Figure

ores. The ninth-grade slow readerp' mean, raw

as 51.8, the sixth-grade readers' was 65.4. The

nce can also be seen in the profiles of the two

performance on the 17 syntactic structures (see

14. The size of the sixth-grade group (n = 18)

may have also affected the outcome'.

Another indication that the sixth-grade group 'nd

the ninth-grade sldw readers did not perform equally w

the difference in correlation coefficients between-the-

two groups as a result o rrelating raw scores from the

ATSM and The Nelson -Reading Teat:. This was true even

though their mean reading scores were Close (see Table 1).

The sixth-grade readers had a relatively higi correlation

of .70. The ninth-grade slow readers h-a4 an-almost non-

existent correlat .23. A furth-6-k-correlaLon was

crputed between the ninth-grade slow-readers' raw com-

pre\'hension subtest score of The Nelson Reading Test and

the ATSM. The correlation coefficient was .25. This

ruleti out the involvement of the voc ulary subtest in
1.4

the correlation, though itobviously did hot rule out the

vocabulary factor in the comprehension subtest.

This seems to. indicate that in some ways the two

reading populions differedin strategies in reading.

The ninth rade slow readers may rely more heavily on



redundancy and overall contextual clues when reading.'

The sixth-grade readers may rely more heavily on compre-

hending each individual sentence, atask more comparable

to that performed on the ATSM. The Nelson Reading Test,

comprehension subtest; involves reading a paragraph and '

answering three multiple-choice questions covering pre-

diction, main idea, and detail. The tes might not have

been sufficiently diagnostic for this study. A cl4ze

test, which involves the ability to place words correctly

according to syntax, may have >ielded a higher correla-

tion with the performance.of the ninth-grade slow readers

on the ATSM.it ".

Many of the orJiscussed above also apply to

the ninth-grade good readers. An additional factor should

be mentioned. The mean raw score for the ninth-grade good

readers on The Nelson Reading Test was 113.3. The stan-

dard deviation was 6.6 (see Table 1). The scores\-Cluster

around the mean in a manner that makes correlations,

essentially a ranking procedure, difficult to make.

larger group might have had a higher correlation.

It is not the purpose of this paper to analyze

the syntactic structures in this test in detail. But it'

'is evident that each group found some structures more

difficult than others. A brief look at the structures

that gave the. most difficulty will give more meaning to

.
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the graph presented in Figure 1.

-

The rank of 2 Tepresents "fair" comprehension of
-

each syntactic stru ctuteinvolved. The ninth-grade slow

readers scored less than 2 (or fair comprehension) on 11

syntactic structures. The sixth-grade readers scored

less than "fair" on 8 structures. The ipinth-grade good

readers scared less than "fair" on 3 structures. The

groups themselves come out ranked with the ninth-grade

slow'readers at the bottonl, the ninth-grade good readers

at the top, and the sixth-graders in between.

The ninth-grade slow readers was the only group

to rank below 2 on structure,2, relative clause modifies

\subject. Example: "The boy to whomshe gave the rabbit

climbld.throu7h the hole i the fence (Marcus, 1971,

p. 5814" Two possible difficulties, in comprehenion

might be the interruption of the subject-yerb sequence

and the problem of pronoun reference.

'The mean of ;the sixth7grade'readers .,fell,a little

, ,

below.2.(1.94) on structure'3.,'paqSive'xioice 4h_relative
, ,

clause. Example: "The .two men whoyerb att oked by the

police ran'around the corner (Marcus; 1971, p. 59)."

Since the passive voice in the'simple sentence did not

give this group much difficulty, it seems safe _tap. con-
,

clude that it was the relative clause that made' this con.'-'

fltruction difficult.

A
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StruCture 5, relative clause modifies object of

preposition, gave difficulty to both the six -grade read-

ers and the slow ninth-grade reader/s. Both groups had a

mean rank less than 2. Although the ninth4-grade good

readers ranked above 2, they dipped below their own median

of 2.37. Example: "The uncle of the boys who were swim-

ming drowned in a boat accident yesterday [Marcus, 1971,

59]." Again the problem appeared to be one of pronoun

reference.

Both the sixth- and the ninth-grade slow readers

had considerable trouble with structure 6, with scores of

1.28 and 1.14, respectively. Although above 2, the ninth-

grade good readers fell below their own median score.

This structure dealt with complex sentences with two rela-

tive clauses. Exa le: "The woman whom Uncle Robert

admired handed th gift/to the doctor whom she visited

[Marcus, 1971,. p. 59]." The problems seem to be a repe-

tition of those mentioned above: interrupted subject-

verb sequence and pronoun reference.

Only the ninth-grade slow readers fell:below the

rank of 2 for structure number 7, direct object/objective

complement sequence. Example: "He brought the woman her

son [Marcus, 1971, p. 60]." The transposing of the

direct object to the end of the sentence and the deletion

of 'to' might be a relatively unfamiliar pattern for the

53
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40 irninth.lgrade'slow -readers.

Structure 8, subjective complement embedded as

modifier, gave trouble,tb both the sixth-grade readers

and the,ninth7grade slow readers with scores df 1.89 and

1.43, respectively. Example: "The'old man outside owns

a small cat [Marcus, 1971, p. 61]." It is difficult to

see what the problem is here. There must have been some

difficulty in determining which noun was being modified.

Structure 9, prepositional phrase modifiers, was

the nadir of performance for both the sixth-grade readers

inth-grade good readers with scores of 1.22 and

1.47, respectively. The ninth-grade slow readers' score

and

of 1:13 was the lowest score of this groupshared with

the samescore for structure 6. This apparently was the

most difficult structure for all three groups. Example:

"Jane gave the cooky behind the jar to the boy [Marcus,

1971, p. 58]." Again there is the problem of what does

the modifier modify.

Structure 11, included clauses, gave difficulty

to both the sixth -grade readers and the ninth-grade slow

readers. Both'groups scored below 2. Although the

ninth-grade readers did not fall below the rank of 2, or

'fair' comprehension, they did fall below their own median

score. Example: "Everyone.knows that.he is a liar [Mar:

cus, 1971, p. 62]." The use of a clause in place of a

GO
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word for part of speech must be a complicating factor
4

in compreh"siOn.

4
-The 'sixth-grade readers and the ninth-gradeslow

readers fell below 2 on structure 12, recognition of

transformation of nominalizations into active verbs. The

ninth-grade good readers, whi e ranking above 2, fell

' below their own median score. Example: changing "on

Bob's instructions . . into. "Bob instructed . . (Mar

1-----

cus, 1971, p..60)." T e difficulty of changing from one

part of speech to anoth r is obvious.

For some unknown reason, the ninth-grade good

readers:dipped below the fair comprehension mark on a

structure that neither the sixth- nor the th-grade

poor re'da had difficulty with. tructure 14, ellipti-

cal structures of coordination, involves deletion of ele-

ments given previously in the sentence. Example: "Anne

ask4d Jane to come at six and Mary at noon (Marcus, 1971,

p: 62)." Either this construction becomes less* frequent

in the reading the good ninth-grade readers are exposed

to, or his dip was one of the vagaries of testing.
I ,

a

The ninth-grade slow readers had trouble with

structure 15, coordinatIon of subordinate clauses. Exam-

ple: "The horse jumped because he saw a snake and because

the rider frightened him (Marcus, 1971, p. 61).." In some

of the items for this structure (but not the above

61
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example), the subject-verb sequence was interrupted. It

is possible that the mere length of some of thds,q,sen-

tences was confusing. The ninth-gradd good readers ranked

above 2, but below their median scZi;.7

Coordination of independent clauses, structure 16,

gave problems to the ninth-grade slow'readers while both

the sixth-grade readers and the ninth-grade good readers

ranked better than their median rank scores. Example:

"Not only is she intelligent, but she is also beautiful

[Marcus, 1971, p. 61]." This structure, as above, may

show a difficu1ty in comprehending the use of various con-'

junctions.

.All'groups fell below "fair " ,comprehension on the

last item, structure 17,- combination of structures. Exam-

ple: "Mary complained that no one was helping her clear

off the tables in the dining room since the group decided

that Betty should be relieiieVai)housekeeping duties ^

because she cooked meals [Marcus, 1971; p..'62]." Many of

the possible comprehension problems' mentioned earlier

could apply here.

It is evipent that these syntactic structures are-
/

no cdmplettly mastered by any of the three groups as a

whole although there was one'student in the ninth-grade '

\ good readers who received a ranking of "good"_ on all 17

structures, and 10 students from the ninth-grade good

6)
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readers received only "fairs" or "goods" for each of the

17 structures. But even among the ninth -grade good read-,-

ers group.pertormance was not sustained at a high level

as is graphically shown in Figure 1. Both the sixth-grade

readers and the ninth-grade slow readers showed lack of

/comprehension for a considerable number of structures.

Comparing the sixth-grade readers with the ninth -grade

good readers shows improvement over the grades as Marcus

(1971) found in his study. Marcus had used subjects in

grades 4 through 8.

The low cor elations of both ninth-grade groups

with the ATSM may b due to the possibility that a survey

test like The Nelson Reading Test is not sensitive to

this particular factor in. reading. Simons (1970) has

some research results that lend support to this line of

reasoning. Simons has found that recovery1of deep struc-

ture was ,an important factor in reading comprehension.

He also found that this factor was more important on a

cloze passage than on the subtest of the Metropolitan

Achievent Test. Word knowledge was more important on

the MAT than word recognition, or ability to

recover deep structure. Fagan (1971) made the observa-

tion as the result of hiS study that sentence difficulty

more. than paragraph difficulty was dependent on the dif-

ficulty of transformations, and that this_was probably

63
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due to redundancy.

A number of researcher haVe made discoveries as

to specific difficulties/that relate to the difficulties

the subjects of this study seemed to have in comprehend-

ing some of these structures. Marcus J1971) discovered

that his subjects had difficu ty when the subject-verb-

direct object sequence was i terrupted. This appeared to

be true'in this study in those structures where a clause

or, prepositional phrase came betweeh these elements. He

also noted an apparent lack of understanding of semantic

and syntactic meaning of somb function words. This was

probably true with those structures involving conjunctions

which caused considerable difficulty in this study.

Stoodt (1970) discovered a significant relationship

between understandihg conjunctions and reading comprehen-

sion for fourth-graders. She further noted a significant

difference in difficulty of various conjunctions. Fagan

(1971) found that deletions and embedding made sentences

more difficult. This would apply to the included clauses

which caused difficulty for some subjects of this study

and the deletion of 'to' and other words in the ellipti-

cal structures Of coordination and in the direct object/

object complement structure.

Chapter IV prvented and discussed the results of

this study. Chapter V wi7l summarize the study, present\

conclusions, and give suggestions for further research.

A



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY,AND CONCLUSIONS

Do slow ninth-grade readers comprehend written

syntactic structures on approximately the *same level as

their peers; or do they comprehend written syntactic

structures on,approximately the same level as sixth-

graders who are placed. at, and reading on, the mean read-

ing level of the disabled ninth-grade readers? 'This'is

the problem toward which this study was oriented.

ty students from 52 ninth-grade students tak-

ing/a spe ial reading course for slow readers (two years

below grade level) scored between 5.0 and 7.5 in grade

equivalents on The Nelson Reading, Test.` These'stuaents
7

became the subject for the ninth-grade slow readers group

of this study. The mean grade equivAlency level for this

group was 6.1 (74.7 in raw score, rounded to 75). :

From 40 sixth-graders, 18 scored betWeen 5.0 and

7.5 in grade equivalents on The Nelson Reading Test.

These students became the subjects of ,the-sixtn-4rade

reading group for this study. The mean of this group in

grade equivalents was 6.0.

The ninth-grade slow readers and the sixth-grade

58
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readers had the same ange and almost identical means (in

raw scores 74:7:and 73.3, respectively) and the same range

in grade equivalents of 5.0 to 7.5 as scored on The Nel-

son Reading-Test.

A third group designated "ninth-grade good read-.

ers," consisted:of 30 students out of 49 who scored fi.om

8.7 to 10.5 on The Nelson Reading Test. The mean for

this group was 9.5 in terms of a grade equivalent.

A Test of Sentence Meaning, developed by Albert

D. Marcus, was givn'to all subjects.

The raw scores were analyzed according to the

Krusk 1-Wallis one-way analysis of variance. They were

found 'o be significant at the .001 level. From a post

hoc proCedure, it was learned that the significant dif-
\

\
*

ference xisted between the ninth-grade slow readers' and

:the nint .grade good readers' performance on the ATSM.

No significant difference existed between -Enesixth -grade

readers' performance and the performance of either ninth-

grade group:, On the basis of these results, hypothesis A

(p. 5), there\is no significant difference between the

mean scores ori\the ATSM of the ninth-grade slow" readers

and the ninth-fade good readers, is rejected. Hypothe-

sis B, there is'no significant difference between the

scores on the AT M of the, ninth-4rade slow readers and

the_sixth-grade r aders, cannot be rejected.
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A Pearson - Product Moment Correlation was-computed

between the raw scores of each group on the ATSMandThe,

Nelson Reading Test. The sixth-grade readers had a cor-

relation coefficient of .70, the ninth -grade poor readers,

.23, and the ninth-grade good readers, .03.

The 17 syntactic structures tes ed by six items

apiece were graded good (071,wrong fa (2 wrong), or

poor (I or more wrong) based on MarCus (1970) design 4.4

which he in turn based on probability. For purposes of

comparison, "good," "fair," and "poor" were converted to

ranks of 3, 2, and 1, respectively. The average perfor-

mance of each group was computed for each of 17 syntactic

structures. and plotted to the hundredth place on a graph

(see Figure 1).
4.

The mean ,rank for the ninth-grade slow treaders

was .1.68, for the sixth-grade readers 2.01, and the ninth-

grade good readers 2.34. The median rank scores for the

ninth-grade poor rders was 1.57, for the sixth -grade

readers 2.06, and for the ninth-grade good readers 2.37.

Conclusions

The sigffificantsdifference between the perfor-

mance on the'AfSM ofthe ninth -grade good readers and the

ninth-grade slow readers cle;rlyshowg that comprehension

of syntactic structure is an element in total ,ieading com-
,

prehension.

JZ
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The low .correkation beXweenthe total reading' :
st

.scores and theATSM score would seem to indicate that it

is hot an factor in reading at this level. How-

ever there are A number of other factors that may explin,

this low correlation. The ninth-grade gdod readers, with'
. . ,

,a mean raw reading score of '113 and a standard deviation

of 6.6, Are very cloaelyclustered arotnd;the mean. As

correlation is really a ranking procedure, this may be a

factor in the low correlation. If this,studfhad had a

larger population to draw from, a randomized sample,

instead of the whole available population would have been

used. This'could have made'a difference.

It is equaly questionable whether The Nelson

Reading Test, a''survey reading test involving.p4ragraph

reading and subsequent answering questions of prediction,''

main idea, and detail, questions, is sensitive enough an

instrument for these gtriloses. Simons (1970) found a:

significant correlation between the doze and Ois Deep.,'

Structure Recovery Test (DSRT) and reading. The DSRT is

similar in coneeption.to the-ATSM. But he, dill not.find 54

signifficant correlation between'the DSRT and .the.reading
.

subtest. of the Met'ropolitan,Achievement Test. Wc$rd knowl-

edge was the important factor in 11g MAT..' Fagan (1971)
. ",..,

.

found tha,t.low frequency syntactic structures caued more
.

. 1

s

. 0

difficulty with sentence comprehension than mith paragraph

68

.
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comprehension. It is quite possible that the ATSM would

correlate more highly with a"cloze test which involveS

the placing of words in th proper "slots" in various
e

sentences.

The correlation of .70 between reading and the

ATSM indicates that compehasLon of syntactic structures
0

is anAmportantreading factor for sixth-grade readers©

'even on a survey reading test.

The great difference in the correlations between

the sixth-grade readers and the ninth-grade slow readers

-indicateS than although these two groups measure on The

N;lson Reading Test to be very similar with the same

range and almost thglsame means, they must differ in at

Ieait one important respect. The ninth-grade slow read2

ers may have developed Strategies basedon use of redun-

dancy,and overall contextual clues. The sixth-grade

readerS may rely more on sentence by sentence comprehen-

sion. This points to possible limitations on the use of

a survey to t for placement, pre- and posttesting, and
-

certainly diagnosis:

The Nelson Reading Test has norms rades

This large range may reduCe.the sensitivity of the instru-

ment.

The difficulteg that the ninth-grade slow read

qs experienced might be alleviated by planned exposure
00

6.9

O.

vt

L j.
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to, and explanation of, those. syntactic structures with

which they had the most trouble. This, in turn, might .

help their comprehension, not so much with easy reading

with high redundancy, but the cloze type of reading nec-

essary for certain types of texts with largely unfamiliar

material where each sentence is important to the logic of

the paragraph. This is,the kind of material a student

frequently encounters in an academic setting.

The profile of grOup performance on each of the

syntactic structures showed that no group as a whole had

completely mastered all structures. The ninth-grade good

readers did best with onlyPhree structures comprehended

at less than the level of fair comprehension.. The sixth-

grade group had considerably more trouble with eight

structures below the level of fair comprehension. The

ninth-grade slow readers had difficulty with more than
A

half the structures (11 out of 17) at less than "fair"

comprehension.

A look at the structures that gave difficulty

indicated that interruption of the subject-verb sequence,

pronoun reference, deletions, embedding, and conjunctions

make comprehension difficult for these readers:*

One of the factors here could be memory. Sen-

tences may become more difficult for some students when

the reader must retain in his memory a subject which is

4,
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not immediately followed by the verb and object.

Comparing the good ninth-grade readers (mean read-

ing level 9.5) and the sixth-grade readers ,(mean reading

level 6.0), it is evident that comprehension of syntactic-

structures increases'over the grades. This supports the

findings of previous studies (Carroll, 1970; Marcus, 1971;

Smith, 1970; Tatham, 1970).

Research Suggestions

In view of the low correlations for both ninth-

grade groups on the ATSM and The Nelson Reading Test and

the previous discussion of the lifiitations of survey test

-1.tquld be valuable to compare the performance of ninth-
,

grade good readers and slow readers on the ATSM and a

cloze passage.-

One of the limitations of this study was'the lack

of data on the intelligence of the subjects involved. A

study that correlates intelligence and syntactic compre-

henslon would be of value.

Using the ATSM or a similar instrument to diag-

nose difficulties and the prescriptive teaching to correct%

these difficulties, it would be worthwhile to see,if com-

prehension improved on either or both a survey test and a

cloze passage.

Related to this research, a-study involVing a

variety of types of reading, from reo;;;Ilonal reading' to

71
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closely reasoned informational reading (vocabulary

trolled), ehd.a. comparison with perfOrmance on the ATSM

would give important data for the field of reading.

Iftthere'can be a differenceof reading strategy

between an older group of readers and a grade level 'roue

having the same range and similar means, it would be of

interest to study other possible differences between two

such groups. This would enlarge our knowledge of the

limitations of grade equivalents as a (descriptive device

for a student or .a group.

7 2
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. OBSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to compare the per-

formance of ninth-grade slow readers (mean reading level

6.1) to ninth-grade good readers and sixth-grade readers

on a test of syntactic comprehension.

The population studied consisted of 30 slow ninth-

grade readers (reading range 5.0 to 7.5)/, 30 ninth-grade'

good readers (reading range 8.7 to 10.5, mean grade equiv-.

alent 9.5), and 18 sixth-grade readers (reading range the

same as the slow ninth-grade readers, mean grade equiva-

lent 6.0). These populations came from a predominantly

white, rural, and suburban school district.

The instruments used were The Nelson Reading est

and Marcus' (1971) A Test of Sentence.Meaning (ATSM)

The Nelson Reading Test was used to deterMine which stu-

dents scored within the desired r nges. The .entir popu-
,

lat4011 scoring within these rang was used for is

study.

The ATSM, the criterion/ instrument, con isted o

102 multiple-choibe test items on li structure ,of mod

fication4 predication, complementation, and c ordinat.On.
1,1

The vocabulary ins at. the fifth-grade level olow.
Resu ts. The ATSM mean scores iver : ninth-grade

good reade 77.1; sixth-grade readers-65.4; and ninth-
'

grade, sloe readers 51.8,. A Kruskal-Wallis one-way.



analysis of variance and P st hbc proCedures

puted. The difference bet eep the ninth-grade slow read-
,

ers andrthe.ninth-grade good readers ,was sdgriificant.at

the .001 level.

A Pearson product-moment correlation between the

raw Nelson Reading Testecore§ and the raw ATSM.sqores
.4

revealed the following correlationst sixth- gr'ad'e readers'

.7, ninth-grade slow readeks .23, and ninth -grad good

readers -.03.

Scores on the individual uctl.wes tes ed (six

items per structure) were, ranked g od, fair, d poor
/

according to probability, and c5)nerted to r nks 'of 3, 2,
/

and 1, respectively. The ninth74rade d readers per-

formed below "fair" comprehensiOn (rank of 2) on only 3 ,

structures; the sixth-grade readers scoreg less than

/ ./

"fair" on less than 8 structures, and the ninth-grade

slowow readers scored less than 'fair" on 11 structures.

/Conclusions. The si tificant difference between

the ndnth-grade good and "s14 readers indicates that com-

prehension of syntax is a factor in-the retarded compre-
.

'hendion of slow readers.

The high correlation of The Nelson Reading Test

and ATSM of the sixth-graders and the low correlation of

the ninth-grade.slow readers indicates that the two

groups with the same range and almost identical means

8 0
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have diff rent reading strategies. The sixth-grade read-

ers may d pend more on Sentence-by-sentence comprehension

ighile the ninth-grade sraw readdY-s depend on overall con-

text clues. The nature of the reading test may also

account for the low correlation for ninth -grade siva

readers and ninth-grade_ good readers. Th9 literature

,indicates that a cloze test might have yielded a 4gher
,

correlation.

No grOuP has entirely mastered the syntactic

structures involved. Interruption of the subject-verb

,s uence, pronoun reference, deletions, embedding, and

conjunctions make -comprehension difficult.for these read-

ers. Memory and exposure maybe two factors involved.

Comparing good ninth-grade readers,with sixth-
/

grade readers shows that comprehension increased over the

grades.
1
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